Handling loose-loaded cargo with ease
Easy to Own, Easy to Use

Developed & manufactured in-house

Caljan equipment can help you increase capacity, reduce handling costs and improve the working environment. Market leaders within Telescopic Conveyors, our extensive range is used in distribution centers to load and unload many types of loose-loaded cargo. Caljan in-line labelling and automated document handling systems are used to speed up material flows for many high-street brands.

Since 1963, we have forged long-term relationships with national and international express parcel carriers. Other satisfied customers include retailers and similar businesses with distribution centers and/or warehouse facilities. With strategically located manufacturing facilities and factory-trained Caljan specialists located across the globe, we can support you at every step, including installation & maintenance.

Protect your investment

Our product managers and development engineers work together researching, experimenting and testing. We are critical — our good name depends on our ability to supply the best there is. When you choose Caljan Rite-Hite, you can be certain that our organization and our products will meet your expectations, performing every day for years on end.
YOU GET COST-EFFECTIVE RESULTS

⭐ Consulting during planning phase.
⭐ A solution that matches your challenge.
⭐ Quality products to your specification.
⭐ Installation.
⭐ Commissioning.
⭐ Maintenance & Service.

“Developed and manufactured in-house to guarantee high quality and competitive pricing.”
Finding the best solution is not just products, it’s a matter of trust.
Specialists in loading & unloading

The challenge
Optimising the flow of goods is often a question of easing the interface between the distribution centre, hub or warehouse and the vehicles. Critical factors to be considered when designing a loading and/or unloading solution are the characteristics of the goods being handled; size, shape and weight, materials handling equipment being used, the variety of vehicle sizes and the health and safety of your personnel. Whether you are looking at replacing old equipment or planning new premises, the influence of these factors is complex. Expert advice is essential if you are to avoid costly mistakes.

Cut unloading time in half with Caljan
The Caljan telescopic conveyor concept is very simple. Instead of your team taking up to four hours to unload a container, one operator can do the job in just two hours. Productivity is increased two-fold. Installed close to the door in your dock area, the cantilevered construction extends from the building to reach inside the vehicle. As the conveyor hovers above floor level, it can be installed at a dock with a leveller adding flexibility to your operation. The conveyor transports items along its length to the next conveyor in your system. Alternatively, the cargo can be off-loaded and palletised. As the conveyor does much of the work, your employees can remain fresh, performing optimally throughout the shift. When not in use the conveyor stores as a compact unit.

Indisputable financial gain
Automating the loading and unloading process will improve turn-around time; employees can be relocated or you can choose to increase your capacity in the loading bay. Your employees will benefit from an improved working environment, reducing costly sick leave and fast loading/unloading will impress your customers – helping you to keep them.

Future-proof to safeguard your investment
The Caljan range of telescopic conveyors offers ultimate flexibility as you can opt to have any functions you like with any model, regardless of size. Numerous combinations include traverse packages to mobilise the conveyor, articulating belt extensions, operator platforms and lifting aids to further improve the ergonomics of the work environment. A unique Multi-Connector is used to upgrade your conveyor at any time, to match the changing requirements of your business.

Health and safety
Health and safety legislation becomes increasingly more stringent, which makes it sound economic sense to consider whether the equipment you invest in limits the risk of accidents to personnel and damage to goods. To extend the life of our products we offer a full service & maintenance programme.

SAYING ‘YES’ IS EASY
🌟 Financially solid company with more than 50 years’ experience.
🌟 Extensive product programme means you interface with just one partner.
🌟 In-house development means we can tailor solutions to meet your specific requirements.
Every project is a winner

The Caljan labelling concept is modular, which means that standard industrial components can be engineered into a solution that corresponds precisely to your requirements. Drawing on more than 25 years experience, we combine applicators, print engines, controllers, conveyors and software to make sure the supply matches your specific expectations.

Custom-built to match your needs

So much more than applying a label

Traditionally labels have been applied to goods when entering the warehouse, and onto packages/pallets/barrels as they are despatched to customers or stores. Caljan’s labelling systems can naturally do that - at competitive prices and at extremely high speeds. They can also incorporate document handling; validating the consignment and inserting shipping documents automatically as part of the in-line process. Our newest development is able to print relevant shipping documents, fold and place beneath the address label or beneath items ordered as they move along the line, so that packing — and despatch costs — can be reduced to a minimum. You get an all-in-one solution, including peripherals such as scanners, cameras, industrial scales, volume measurement devices, RFID systems and much more.
Enrich customer experience by merging relevant brochures & increase sales.

Much more than classifying or tagging:

- Space-saving, automated technology validates data then prints and applies labels.
- Shipping documents are printed and inserted as the box speeds by on the conveyor.
- Relevant brochures are merged with items ordered to effectively engage customers.
- Items are verified and marked for efficient retrieval or cross-docking.
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Whatever, whenever – we’re there

Caljan Rite-Hite
Caljan Rite-Hite is part of the RITE-HITE group; trusted and respected world-wide. As a Global provider we can offer the support required for multi-site and multi-country projects ensuring a consistent level of safe, high-quality equipment across your network and facilities.

With development, engineering and manufacturing in many parts of the world, and a global sales & service organisation, we can quickly be on hand, not just with products but with advice from planning right through to installing and after sales & service.

We are able to provide as much or as little as you need, wherever in the world you need it and precisely when you need it.